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ANGEL 

What we mean by “Angel” as for example in the “Dialogues with our Angel”. 

“The Angel” is our superior Consciousness or our Spirit originating from the original 
Consciousness. It is this “Presence” that represents the most profound part of our 
subconscious that is connected to the Information field of the Universe. 

It could equally be written as “In-I”* since with only a few exceptions this 
Presence-Consciousness resides in each of us and animates every human. 

This consciousness more intelligent and more developed than our “primary” human 
consciousness can equally be called “Supra-consciousness or superior Self”. Just 
like our human intelligence it carries the two forms of energy that govern the 
universe, the “Service to Self-STS” and the “Service to the Other-STO”. 

This is why the Angel in Service of Self or in service of “the Shadows”, whether he 
be “STS positive” or “STS negative”, is also called demon or predator because his 
role is to reverse the direction of the Evolution of Life. He is a “de-mon” and an 
inverted “mon-de” (In French “monde” means “world”, and by inverting syllables it 
becomes “de-mon”-“a world upside down”).  

By passing through the man’s ego, he becomes the generator of beliefs, illusion, 
disinformation, lies… He is responsible for the involution of the human 
consciousness and the entropy of the World. 

Whereas the Angel in Service of the Other or in service of “the Light”, who is the 
“In-I” sleeping in each one of us, is the energy of growth that informs the 
consciousness and at the same time the evolution of life. He is creator of the 
World, the one of the “true human being” in Service to the Other-STO. He is the 
bearer of objective Information, Truth, and Knowledge. 

Henceforth we know that the consciousness of the Angel was never 
truly separated from human consciousness but because of the 
resistances of his cartesian intellect and the tenacity of his obtuse 
beliefs, man has forgotten the Angel’s existence and has cut 
himself off from the guidance of his superior Consciousness. 

The “IN-I/ANGEL”, the individualized part of the Universal Consciousness, can 
become “accessible” while progressively gaining comprehensions from our life 
experiences and also while becoming capable of detaching ourselves from our 
controlling, calculating and self-interested ego, which represents the rational part 
of our personality. 
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We witness through “Nos dialogues avec l’Ange” (“Dialogues with the Angel), that 
this part of our original Consciousness is in reach of anyone who makes the effort 
by seeking to lift the veil of his ignorance. In sincerely working on acquiring 
Knowledge and on freeing himself from limited belief patterns that belong to his 
present dimension of incarnation, each individual whoever he may be, has the 
opportunity to liberate his Soul from the dual karmic cycle in order to become, not 
the victim of the fatality of his daily life, but entirely creator of happiness, 
abundance and peace in his own universe. 

* Phonetically the pronunciation of “Ange” in French is very close in sound to “En-
je”. “En-je” meaning “In-I” in English. This is one of countless examples in the 
French language of how words and phrases have double, triple or sometimes even 
quadruple meanings, leading to a deeper understanding of reality and the hidden 
Knowledge behind the vibration of words and sounds. In French this language of 
double meanings is called the “language of the baby geese” (“le langage des 
oisons”) or “the language of the birds” (“le langage des oiseaux”). (See: Language 
of the birds-Wikipedia).
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